
THIS YEAR YOUR CHILD WILL BEGIN TO:

PEEK OF THE WEEK

LANGUAGE & 
LITERACY

EXPRESSION & 
DISCOVERY

MATH & 
MANIPULATIVES

SOCIAL & 
LINGUISTIC

SINGING SPROUTS & 
MUSIC APPRECIATION

SPANISH & 
SIGNING SPROUTS

Parents: if you would like to participate in any of your child's classroom 
activities and/or volunteer your time, please see your classroom teacher!

NOTES & 
REMINDERS

CONSTRUCTION & 
DISCOVERY

INFANT

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/Oa9sC4xGoEfARL2uxMxch?domain=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GC1eSiCvPSo&list=PLUzhETsWmuKtkCKZ5FbVlHMDD_v0hIAWx&index=4
https://www.facebook.com/LightbridgeAcademy/

	Text13: March 30 - April 3, 2020
	Text14: Join us for our daily Facebook LIVES:9:30 AM: Morning Group Time and Activity Idea12 PM: Yoga and Mindfulness3 PM: Movement and StoryClick here to follow our page and watch!
	Text17: Rainbow Bags:In Ziploc bags, mix food coloring with either shaving cream, whipped cream, or cooked pasta and squeeze air out before sealing. Then, tape the bag to their high chair or feeding area.  Allow them to push, pound, poke or pinch the flat bag, mixing the color in with the other ingredient.  Talk about the colors, demonstrate sign language and use expressive words to explain what your child is experiencing to increase their vocabulary.  
	Text20: Spanish Sprouts:Rainbow: el arco iris (AHR-coh EErees)Rain: la lluvia (YOOVyah)Colors: los colores (coh-LOHR-es)Storm: a tormenta (tohr-MEHN-tah)Click here to watch the Signing Sprouts for Spring!
	Text21: "Rainbow Colors"Tune: Twinkle, TwinkleRainbow purple, rainbow blueRainbow green and yellow, tooRainbow orange, rainbow redRainbow smiling overheadCome and count the colors with meHow many colors can you see?Also, click here to watch our Singing Sprouts music video about Rainbows!
	Text22: Counting Colors:For each day of the week, pick one color of the rainbow.  Find 3-5 toys or age-appropriate items of that color and spend time playing with them. Count the items frequently while either pointing or holding each one.  Take the activity further by reinforcing the color name, and the sign language of it.
	Text18: - The Little Raindropby Joanna Gray- Polar Bear and the Rainbowby Moira Butterfield- Rain, Rain, Go Awayby Caroline Jayne Church- Raindrop, Plop by Wendy Lewison
	Text19: Encourage language development by repeating words associated with rain and rainbows and have your little one repeat them - especially as the words relate to the weather and the activities you are engaging in.Rain, rainbow, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, sky and clouds are all great rainbow words to introduce and reinforce!
	Text23: Rainbow Pasta:In a bowl, mix 1/2 cup of cooked pasta,  4-5 drops of food coloring and a small amount of water to help the color mix. Place rainbow colored pasta on their high chair or feeding tray, allowing them to discover textures, colors, taste and more!  Little fingers will pinch and palmer grasp at pasta - all part of the development of small motor muscles.
	Text16: At-Home Activities
	Text27: Theme:  Rainbows


